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Experiment Done over 3 Nights 
●  We were scheduled for three 6-hour sessions and used about 16 hours in total. We 

used 5 hours, 6 hours and 5 hours in the three sessions.  
●  First session: delayed by 80 minutes due to yellow abort kicker. Beam was aborted 

twice due to one sextupole trip, and three times due to low vertical chromaticity  on 
the ramp and at store stone (the old  ramp was modified for gamma_tr quads on).  
ΔD’ was measured as -0.00292. Polarization loss was seen with driving tune at 
0.503 and 0.504, which indicates the mirror resonance was not fully compensated.  

●  Second session: first two hours were spent to reduce ΔD’. It required several 
iterations to get it down to 2-3E-4 level, about ten times smaller than the value with 
original setting.  The spin tune was located to 0.496-0.497 by narrowing down the 
sweep tune range. The spin flipper was tested with 0.4935-0.4985 in 1sec and 0.5 
sec about 10 times with two separate stores.  

●  Third session: the main goal was to get driven spin coherence measurements done at 
store. The APEX was delayed by one hour and we lost another hour due to injection 
problem. The measurements were done with two driven tune: 0.493 and 0.494. The 
spin tune was also measured with constant driving tune method. We also reduced 
ΔD’ at injection to E-4 level but ran out of time to use spin flipper at injection. We 
also tuned the gain and phase parameters to get better bump closure but not much 
improvement was seen. 
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Experiment Setup 
●  The lattice used: pp17-slowe1 with last two stones modified to have gamma_tr 

quads on for ΔD’ suppression lattice at store. The chromaticity was also modified 
after seeing instability.  

●  Carl made changes to the dipole current regulator on Tuesday (6/28) before the 
APEX. Not sure how much this impacted the ramp. The polarization transmission 
efficiency was lower in APEX for p17-slowe1, even with lower intensity (so smaller 
emittance). However, the RHICf ramp polarization transmission efficiency was 
lower, too. 

●  The ΔD’ was adjusted through iterations and the final value was measured several 
times as 2-3E-4, about ten times smaller than that of the regular lattice (-3E-3).  

●  The ramp was stopped before rebucketing. Storage cavity was on but off frequency 
so they can be ignored. 9MHz cavity (30kV) and Landau cavity (197MHz, 10kV) 
were on. 

●  Bunch intensity was around 1.5E11.  
●  Spin flipper settings: DC 1500A, AC 100A. When running in fixed driven tune 

mode, it was on for 3sec. When in sweep mode, it was run for 1 sec, 0.5sec. 
●   From data taken on May 3 and May 30, spin tune is between 0.4955-0.4975 (based 

on spin flip results); the spin flip efficiency is -40.3+-6.3% for normal lattice 
(ΔD’=-0.003).  
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Sweep Driving Tune to Find Spin Tune 

When the sweep tune range does no cover either spin tune or mirror of spin tune (1-
νsp), there is not much polarization loss with ΔD’~E-4 level. When it covers spin 
tune, flip efficiency is near -90%.  The spin tune is between 0.495-0.497. 
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Spin Flip with 1 sec on Time 

Average spin flip efficiency (11 times) is -90.2+-2.8%(offline). 

The vertical black bars show the driving tune sweep range (0.4935-0.4985). The last 
data point  is with constant driving tune at 0.496. Depolarization confirmed spin tune 
is near 0.496. 
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Spin Flip with 0.5 sec on Time 

Average spin flip efficiency (10 times) is -97.3+-3.1%(offline). 

The vertical black bars show the driving tune sweep range (0.4935-0.4985). Although 
we flipped spin 12 times, we missed one polarization measurement. Only 10 are 
counted for the average spin flip efficiency calculation.  
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Polarimeter Target Motion and Spin Flipper Running 

Missing one polarization measurement 

Top: Polarimeter target motion, higher reading is in-beam position. Bottom: spin 
flipper frequency and polarization. 
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Driven Coherent Spin Motion (Driving Tune @0.494) 

Spin flipper is on. 

Top: Polarization and target position. Bottom: AC dipole  currents. Fixed target mode 
was used for polarization measurement. The polarization loss during the measurement 
is visible but not much change when turning off AC dipole.  
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Driven Coherent Spin Motion (Driving Tune @0.493) 

Spin flipper is on. 

Top: Polarization and target position. Bottom: AC dipole currents. The polarization 
drop is less in this case, as spin tune is further away. The spin flip measurements were 
also carried out in the end of this set of data taking. Not much polarization change 
right before and after AC dipoles were turned off. 
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Spin Tune from Driven Coherent Spin Motion 

Driving tune 0.494 Driving tune 0.493 

     tan(θ)      Driving tune     Derived spin tune         Spin tune  
  0.2396±0.03789        0.494             0.4964±0.0002           0.496-0.4965 
  0.1737±0.02442        0.493             0.4963±0.0002           0.496-0.4965 
The distance of driving tune to spin tune are: 0.0024 to 0.0033. 
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Spin Tune from Driving Tune Scan 

mirror 
resonance at 
0.504. 

At store, mirror resonance is visible. Spin tune is 0.496-0.4965. The spin tune spread 
is 0.004. 
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Spin Flip with Sweep Range Covering Mirror Resonance 

The spin flip efficiency is about the same (~90%) whether sweep range covers the 
mirror resonance or not.  So the mirror resonance only causes polarization loss when 
driving tune is at the resonance, but not when crossing it fast. Last data point is to 
confirm spin tune is around 0.496. 
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Summary 
●  Spin flipper works at 255GeV with ΔD’ suppression (2-3E-4) lattice. The efficiency 

is as high as 97.3+-3.1% for 0.005 tune sweep over 0.5sec. The spin flip efficiency 
with regular lattice (ΔD’=-0.003) is around -40.3+-6.3% for 0.005 tune sweep over 
3 sec (May 30). The benefit of small ΔD’ is obvious. 

●  Driven spin coherent precession has been used to measure spin tune. For the two 
sets of data, they give results consistent with conventional ways:  3sec on constant 
driving tune(0.496-0.4965), and sweep driving tune(0.496-0.497). So spin tune can 
be measured by driven spin coherence motion at 255GeV.  

●  The mirror resonance effect is still visible at store, unlike  at injection. This could be 
due to bump closure. As long as the sweep range does not cover it, it should not 
affect the spin flip. 

●  The slow polarization loss during driven spin coherence measurement could be due 
to noises in the AC dipoles. Peter thinks they can be fixed. 

●  Measurements we would like to do but didn’t have time: injection spin flip with 
even smaller ΔD’(~E-4); more accurate spin tune measurement with constant 
driving tune.  

●  Puzzle: although the mirror resonance is not fully compensated, the spin flip 
efficiency is still around -90% when sweep range covers it.  Maybe it is weak 
enough that fast crossing (sweep case) is good enough? 
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Driven Spin Coherence Precession at Injection  
With driven spin coherent precession, the transverse polarization components 
are measured. Take the ratio of  the two components, the oscillation angle 
can be derived. 
Date      tan(θ)         Driving tune      Derived spin tune         Spin tune  
4/6   .1338±.01519        0.498             0.4998±0.0002        0.4975-0.5(0.499) 
4/19 .1090±.01514        0.5004           0.5026±0.0003        0.5022-0.5024 
4/19 .1318±.02092        0.5009           0.5027±0.0003        0.5022-0.5024 
5/3   .06207±.01535      0.499          0.4951±0.001          0.491-0.492 
 
The distance of driving tune to spin tune varied in above four measurements,  
~0.002, 0.004 or 0.008. 



Spin Flipper Layout 

spin rotator spin rotator spin rotator 
AC dipole #2 AC dipole #4 

spin rotator 
AC dipole #5 AC dipole #3 AC dipole #1 

AC dipole bump #1 AC dipole bump #2 

The spin flipper system consists of four DC dipole magnets (spin rotators) 
and five AC dipole magnets.  The aim of this configuration is to produce a 
rotating field which eliminates the mirror resonance.  Multiple AC dipoles 
are needed to localize the driven coherent betatron oscillation inside the spin 
flipper.  
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Spin Flip Experiment and Spin Tune Measurements 

Spin flip efficiency is -90 to -97%. 

In the end of spin flip data taking, the driving tune was set as constant for 3 sec to 
measure spin tune. 
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Spin Flip with Sweep Range Covering Mirror Resonance 

 Used as spin flipper. 


